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Abstract: 

Wireless optical communications appearas a viable 

resolution for high-speed data transmission over short 

ranges in the ocean, complementing thought acoustic 

communication systems that operate over for much 

longer ranges, however at lower data rates. This drive 

to develop cooperative autonomous vehicular systems to 

hold out mensuration and alternative advanced 

missions within the ocean critically depends on the 

existence of such communication links to share sensory 

and coordination information. This paper presents a 

compact, low power consumption, cost-efficient, and 

lightweight optical modem designed for high rate data 

transmission between MEDUSA underwater vehicles at 

ranges on the order of 10 m. The transmitter uses LEDs 

for ON-OFF keying, The receiver front-end consists of  

a trans impedance design  with help of   photodiode 

detector. This simplistic transmission and reception 

technique reduces the overall design and hardware 

complexities compared with laser diodes and 

photomultiplier tubes. The LEDs are arranged in a 

circular array, with a photodiode at the centre to enable 

half-duplex operation. These modems are designed to 

reach data rates of 20 - 200 kb/s over short-range, line-

of-sight, configurations. A transparent casing is 

customised to fit the MEDUSA vehicles, with proper 

alignment for inter-vehicle communication when they 

move in formation 

Keyword  : —Underwater wireless optical 

communications, optical modems, autonomous 

underwater vehicles, MEDUSAAUVs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 

vancements I           In systems engineering square measure steadily 

paving the approach for the event of large-scale 

networked systems that move with humans and 

therefore the physical world. These networks lie at the 

middle of a huge spectrum of applications ashore, air 

and ocean with way reaching impact on scientific and 

Popularactivities. within the ocean, forexample, recent 

analysis and industrial project have created it 

increasingly clear that groups of comparatively 

straightforward autonomous networked vehicles 

carrying complementary resources have the potential 

to hold out several exploration tasks way more 

effectively than one, bulky, monolithic vehicle. 

Coordinated operation of multiple assets needs the 

existence of a communication system to share sensory 

info, as well as management and navigation 

information, in order that the ensemble can adopt 

needed spacial configurations and react to external 

events in a very meaning approach 
 

          
 

                Fig1: A MEDUSA class AUV 

              Relevant recent analysis comes wherever this 

paradigm has been explored include: i) MORPH [2] 
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(Marine robotic system of self-organizing, logically 

joined physical nodes), wherever multiple 

heterogeneous uncontrolled underwater vehicles 

(AUVs) that embrace the MEDUSA, [3], SeaCat [4], 

Girona500, and Sparus II [5] category AUVs 

collaborate to map difficult natural structures, like 

vertical cliffs and ii) CADDY [6] (Cognitive 

autonomous diving buddy), wherever companion 

autonomous surface and underwater vehicles act with 

human different and adapt to their actions to supply 

navigation aids and alternative sorts of help. The 

MEDUSA AUVs, a category of comparatively tiny 

and light-weight vehicles developed at ISR/IST [3], 

participate within the robotic groups of MORPH and 

CADDY in missions wherever near  vehicles operate 

at distances on the order of ten meters, see Fig. 1. 

These vehicles area unit abundant easier to deploy 

and retrieve than alternative existing AUVs with 

comparable capability, whereas being sufficiently 

leakproof to control in open waters beneath gentle 

ocean state. Central to the coordinated operation of 

such vehicles is that the existence of reliable 

communication links to afford groups of AUVs the 

capability to work in cooperation. 

                    

 

Fig2:Mission scenario: two MEDUSA AUVs in 

formation communicating optically over short ranges 

(link coverage shown as a green swath) 

 

General-purpose underwater communication systems 

designed to acton high ranges of the order of 

kilometers are irresistibly supported acoustics, as 

alternative alternatives such as RF or optics typically 

endure sturdy absorption in seawater and are thus 

much restricted to ranges of tensof meters, at the 

most [7]. Acoustic signals, however, are severely 

distorted — by in depth multipath, broadband 

Doppler, long propagation delays — so limiting the 

possible knowledge rates (usually, on the order of 

32kb/s) and also the potency with which the 

transmission medium will be shared, even with 

advanced signal process techniques [3]. Given the 

typical  inter-vehicle operational ranges of MEDUSA 

AUVs in several of the imagine situations, 

communication solutions that complement acoustics 

will be envisaged. during this paper, we report on 

current work, the first part of which led  to a 

prototype of associate optical modem for two-way 

communication between a try of MEDUSA vehicles, 

as illustrated in Fig  2. this version of the modems, 

tested within the water, allows for information  rates 

of 20kbs over short-range, line-of-sight, 

configurations. associate improved version of the 

modem capable of achieving 200kbs rate 

transmissions has been designed, built, and tested 

within the laboratory. 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

A.UNDERWATER OPTICAL 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Unlike acoustic and RF links, wherever transmitters 

and receivers usually have low spacial directivity, 

optical links are directive and need ways for keeping 

correct alignment at the channel endpoints. This is 

often recognized as a limitation, but within the gift 

context radial asymmetry has some benefits, as it 

enables multiple transmissions to occur at the jointly 

between pairs of AUVs, whereas existing control 

mechanisms designed to keep the shape of a desired 

formation are often reused to make sure proper 

alignment. Reciprocally, angular info between 

vehicles gathered from the optical comoponents 

provides helpful side info that may be combined with 

alternative spacial cues, such as pairwise range 

measurements, to reinforce the relative localization 

accuracy of MEDUSA vehicles [9]. 

The biggest challenges of underwater optical 

communications originate from the basic 

characteristics of ocean water. It contains dissolved 

substances, suspensions, and a  multitude of various 

living organisms that may absorb and scatter the 

beam of light between two optical modems. 

Underwater optical systems principally working in 

the blue-green region of visible-light spectrum, 

wherever the coefficient is minimum. The green line 

at 527 nm shows Fig.3 reproduced. Others sources of 

optical modem, like the variation of water refractive 

index salinity, temperature and pressure, have 

marginal impact compared to the adverse effects of 

absorption and scattering. The muddiness of water 

will be calculable by mensuration what quantity 

light-weight is redirected back to the transmitter 

(backscattering), in order that the link parameters will 

be adjusted consequently [11]. The physical line 
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itself has terribly massive information measure, 

doubtless enabling high information transmission 

rates with appropriate transducers. 

Regarding transducers, in state of art underwater 

opticalmodems variety of technologies square 

measure on the market for the transmitters(laser 

diodes, LEDs) and receivers (photo-multipliertubes, 

avalanche photodiodes, phototransistors, 

photoresistors,and others). LEDs square measure less 

costly than laser diodes, andwhile their beam 

propagates over shorter distances [11], this isnot a 

serious concern within the concept of interest. At the 

receiverend, photo-multiplier tubes (PMT) have high 

cost andlarge apertures, however they have an 

inclination to be costly, cumbersome andfragile. The 

optical modem designed for ocean observatory from 

[15] reach upto 10Mbs over a distance of 91mfor 

transparent waters exploitation photo-multiplier tube 

(PMT) and laserdiode beam. Aqua Optical [13], [14] 

could be a bi-directional modemwhich achieves 50m 

range, achieves 2.28 Mb/s with theirown 

experimental setup. The Blue Comm optical modem 

[15]from Sonardyne conjointly uses photomultiplier 

based mostly industrialversion of optical modem. 

Among different receiver technologies,this work 

focuses on photodiodes, that square measure 

lesssensitive than PMTs and have slower response, 

therefore limitingthe whole information measure and 

possible data  rates to concerning 200kb/s. However, 

this selection makes for a straightforward, 

compact,lightweight and cheap style that's terribly 

convenient given the mechanical characteristics and 

payload constraints of MEDUSA AUVs 

 

B.AN OPTICAL MODEM FOR THE  

MEDUSA AUVs 

The optical modem developed for the MEDUSA category 

AUVsis shown in Fig.4, 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Transparent casing for the optical modem 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Optical modem in power-on mode, emitting green 

light 

that details the arrangements of itscomponents within a 

clear casing. The entire unit fitsinside a cylinder with 7 

cm in diameter and half-dozen cm longwith a clear acrylic 

finish cap on the optical transmissionside associate 

degreed an metal finish cap on the alternative aspect, with 

a serial port and power connector. The 

hardwarearchitecture for the modem is shown in Fig.6. At 

the core ofthe modem unit square measure two boards: 

one contains the sideelectronics (LEDs, photo-diode, and 

receiver circuit) and also theother a microcontroller and a 

serial interface. The transmitterpart of the modem consists 

of three high power LEDs, drivendirectly by a MOSFET, 

with a peak powerconsumingof 12W. The LEDs square 

measure equipped with spot base lenses that cut backthe 

beam aperture to 12, so concentrating the energy ina light 

cone. The receiver part may be a photo-diode with a 

designedin color correction filter, with most sensitivity 

within theblue-green region of the spectrum.  
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Fig.6. Modem Architecture 

 

The photo-diode drives atransimpedance modem 

asynchronous with a high-pass filter toreduce the impact 

of close lightweight and a three stage gain modemthat 

will increase the operational vary of the modem.  

 

Fig7. LM35 temperature sensor 

 

A computer can be simply interfaced with the transmitter 

and receivercircuitry via serial ports, in conjunction with 

a micro controller thatalso encodes and decodes the 

optical data. Data square measure changedin packets of 

variable length, 0 to 255 byte, at a fixed bit-rateof 20 kb/s, 

with Manchester encoding.The usual way is to contain the 

water inside a ocean which can transmit heat - usually 

metal.  To the outside of this is then bonded the 

temperature sensor - be that a simple bi-metalic strip 

thermostat, or a more complex temperature sensing 

transducer. 

 

           III.EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS: 

To calculate the performance possible with the 

modems, agraphical application was developed 

mistreatment C-Sharp software,whereby AN end-user 

will set up many parameters of themodems, send and 

receive instant messages, and even viewdata non 

inheritable  by a web camera and transmitted via the 

opticalcommunications channel. The appliance 

permits additionally for thecomputation of elect 

performance parameters like theratio of with 

successfully transmitted versus sent for 

transmissionpackets. Many trials were conducted 

during a water pool and atsea so as to check and 

validate the communication system.The modems 

were initial tested within the pool of the Tagus River 

ParkCampus of IST, Oeiras, PT. The tests enclosed 

sendingdata between one unit fixed on the aspect of 

the pool and therefore theother unit placed inner a 

MEDUSA AUV, see Fig.7.Trials underneath 

additional adverse conditions were conducted 

atEXPO’98 website in Lisbon, close to a recreational 

marina. Thewater visibility was just about 5m, as 

measured byresorting to the questionable Secchi disk 

technique. Data werecollected to plot the bit error 

rate curve.The experiments have shown the aptitude 

of the modem totransmit information at 20kb/s, over 

a distance of 10 m in waterwith 4-5 m visibility, with 

a peak LED power consumptionof 12 W and an 

apertureof 12𝑜 . 

 

Fig. 8.Test setup facility at Taguspark campus, IST, 

Lisbon 

 

 

A.HIGH DATA RATE OPTICAL MODEM: 

A latest version of the modem (main board shown in 

Fig.9) has been designed and tested within the 
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laboratory. The new unit is that the enhancement of 

its precursor, boosted by new capabilities to reach 

higher information rates, up to 200 kb/s, and 

therefore build the system additional appropriate for 

testing different coding schemes and decryption 

algorithms. The new optical transmitter, shown in 

Fig.10, has 6 LEDs rather than 3, therefore doubling 

the facility of the transmitted signal to 24 W. Each 

group of 3 LEDs hasself-sufficient management lines 

for Multi-Level Transmit coding (MLT-3). The 

middle of the transmitter board was redesigned so on 

provide the installation of optical lens system for the 

receiver board beneath. The lens can increase the 

signal amplitude within the receiver however can 

decrease the light arriving . This will successively cut 

back the quantity of sunshine - inward at the receiver 

- mirrored by the case viewport and back scattered by 

particles within the water, so up recovery time when  

a transmission. 

In almost all fields of process and plant engineering 

liquids or gases are used. For coolant and lubricant 

supply of plant and machinery, ventilation of 

installations and buildings and the processing of 

products. In case of no flow of these media 

considerable damage and downtime may result. 

Therefore it is important to monitor these media. In 

modern installations electronic flow monitors are 

used for this purpose.This guarantees reliable 

monitoring even in case of difficult media over a long 

period.  

The main modification within the optical receiver 

was the inclusion of a replacement category of photo-

diodess (with a region of 1mm
2
) with lower 

capacitance and so quicker response. The bandwidth 

of the receiver is about to 200 kHz, however a trade 

offbetween vary and information measure is feasible. 

The output of the receiver is an amplified analog 

signal from the photodiode, processed by an ADC 

instead of a comparator, as in the case of the 

prototype described before. Many upgrades were 

made in the optical processing board shown in Fig.9. 

In particular, the microcontroller was replaced by a 

Xilinx Spartan3E FPGA with a 14  bit 10Msps ADC, 

USB, and serial interfaces. The FPGA permits signal 

process at higher rates and is presently set to realize 

over  200 kb/s with Manchester, 4b5b, or any MbNb 

coding schemes. 

 

 

Fig. 9.New version of the optical modem 

 

Fig. 10. New version of the transmitter 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A compact, price economical optical modem was 

developed at IST/ISR for applications that include the 

coordinated operation of multiple AUVs at near 

range. Experimental results with the first prototoype 

have shown its ability to transmit data at 20 kb/s, 

over a distance of 10 m in water with 4-5 m visibility, 

with a peak LED power consumption of 12  W and 

and apertureof 12
o
. improvedversion of the modem 

was designed and tested in air, with a peak power 

consumption of  24 W and also the ability to transmit 

knowledge at 200 kb/s. The tests performed have 
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shown that the modems hold extended potential for 

inter-vehicle communications, so complementing 

presently existing communication systems at high 

and medium ranges that accept acoustics. Tests 

planned for the Summer of 2016 with each 

prototypes can aim at demonstrating the transmission 

of knowledge between 2 Medusa class AUVs and 

between anindependentsurface vehicle (ASV) an 

AUVwhile executivecoordinated maneuver 
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